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SUNBRELLA® DEBUTS SHADE SOLUTIONS AT
IFAI EXPO

Design and Performance Innovations “Make Shade Do More” for
Commercial and Residential Environments
Sunbrella®

brings

innovation

to

shade

structures at IFAI Expo, Oct. 15-18 in Dallas, Texas,
demonstrating powerful ways to make shade do more
no matter what the challenge. Alongside their portfolio
of high-performance shade fabrics, Sunbrella will
feature revolutionary textiles that elevate the design,
function and customization of shade structures.
This year, fabricators can make shade do more
by creating a mood with the two new pattern additions
to Sunbrella Decorative Shade fabrics that will debut
at the expo: Meteor, which features a high-tech,
metallic look with dimensional crosshatching, and
Nebula, which is inspired by ancient Japanese tiedyeing, Shibori. Each new pattern comes in three
different colorways. With Sunbrella Decorative Shade,
fabricators

can

build

high-performance

shade

structures that improve outdoor environments without sacrificing creativity or craftsmanship.
Because the color is embedded deep inside each and every fiber, these fabrics are easy to care
for, fade resistant and bleach cleanable.
“In both performance and design, we’re constantly working to make shade exceptional
for our customers,” said Vince Hankins, director of industrial markets for Glen Raven. “Our
expansion of unique shade fabrics will be extended through next year to allow more time for
new styles and innovations to gain traction in marketplace.”
At IFAI, Sunbrella will show a variety of innovative technical solutions that make shade
do more for fabricators from water and fire protection to customization. After more than 25
years in the marine market, Sunbrella® SeaMark® has now become the first choice to make
shade waterproof in environments that see heavy weather. Engineered with Sunbrella fabric and

an impervious waterproof backing, Sunbrella SeaMark delivers strong on performance without
sacrificing style.
The Sunbrella Graphics System is helping partners make shade “speak.” Developed
and field-tested by awning, sign and banner professionals, the versatile system rapidly creates
custom logo designs and multicolor graphics with no
minimum fabric requirement, allowing fabricators and
their customers to customize spaces with brand-centric
messaging.
Sunbrella will also feature Contour, a fabric
specifically engineered to fit any shape or angle,
permitting craftsmen to expand their offerings with shade
sails and other shade structures including fixed awnings,
windscreens, umbrellas, cabanas, pavilions and marine
applications. Featuring 15 colors in durable Sunbrella
fabrics, Sunbrella Contour is a rich, knit-textured fabric
that can make shade stretch.
Make shade fire retardant with FIRESIST®, a stateof-the-art, flame-retardant line of performance fabrics for
the commercial awning, canopy and shade markets. A
leading fabric choice for high-end commercial shade
projects that involve rigid flame-resistant requirements, FIRESIST offers a variety of design
options, such as four heathered styles that debuted in 2017.
“Sunbrella recognizes the importance of shade design and giving our customers more
options to create extraordinary outdoor environments,” Hankins said. “We’re excited to feature
our shade innovations at IFAI.”
For more information about these offerings, visit the Sunbrella booth #1030 at the IFAI
Expo or visit the new shade website at sunbrella.com/makeshade.
###
ABOUT SUNBRELLA FABRICS
Sunbrella has revolutionized the way the world thinks about how fabrics look, feel and perform.
Luxuriously soft and exceptionally beautiful, Sunbrella fabrics integrate style with legendary
performance qualities: proven durability, fade resistance, easy care and bleach cleanability. Led
by a global design team, premium Sunbrella fabric gives consumers, designers and architects the

materials they need to create the extraordinary in marine, shade, indoor upholstery, outdoor
upholstery, commercial and contract applications.
Introduced in 1961, Sunbrella fabrics are manufactured and marketed by Glen Raven, Inc., a 138year-old family-owned company based in North Carolina with operations worldwide. Sunbury
Textiles recently joined Sunbrella after 22 years of close partnership. Sunbury adds luxury
decorative fabric design and production, combining historic reference and modern interpretation
to create beautifully unique fabrics. For more information on Sunbrella, including inspiration,
fabric collections and where to buy, visit sunbrella.com and follow Sunbrella on Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest and Twitter at @Sunbrella.

